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Abstract  
In this article, we examine a distinctive multimodal phenomenon: a participant, gazing at a 
recipient, raising both eyebrows upon the completion of their own turn at talk – that is, in the 
transition space between turns at talk (Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974). We find that 
speakers deploy eyebrow raises in two related but distinct practices. In the first, the eyebrows are 
raised and held as the speaker presses the recipient to respond to a disaffiliative action (e.g. a 
challenge); in the second, the eyebrows are raised and quickly released in a so-called eyebrow 
flash as the speaker invites a response to an affiliative action (e.g. a joke). The former practice is 
essentially combative, the latter collusive. Although the two practices differ in their durational 
properties and in the kinds of actions that they serve, they also have something in common: they 
invoke a shared knowledge or understanding between speaker and recipient.   
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1. Introduction 

Eyebrow movements are a central component of facial behaviour. Although as 
interactants we seldom reflect on the importance of the face as a communicative 
resource, the COVID-19 pandemic put the spotlight on our eyes and eyebrows: 
the area of our face that is not covered by a mask. But facial behaviour fascinated 
scholars long before the pandemic, and movements such as eyebrow raising and 
furrowing have been linked to fundamental aspects of human interaction, from 
the expression of emotion to the display of attitudes to the accomplishment of 
social action. 

In this study, we examine eyebrow raising in ordinary conversation, focussing on 
its occurrence in a particular sequential position: the transition space between 
turns at talk, where speaker change is relevant (Sacks et al., 1974). The eyebrow 
raises that we focus on are all produced by the speaker of the turn that precedes 
the transition space (Clayman, 2013) as he or she is gazing at the recipient. We 
find that speakers can use such eyebrow raises in two ways, in two related but 
distinct practices. In the first, the eyebrows are raised and held as the speaker 
presses the recipient to respond to a disaffiliative action (e.g. a challenge); in the 
second, the eyebrows are raised and quickly released in a so-called flash as the 
speaker invites a response to an affiliative action (e.g. a joke). Although the two 
practices differ in their durational properties and in the kinds of actions that they 
serve, they also have something in common: they invoke a shared knowledge or 
understanding between speaker and recipient. We conclude by considering what 
the distinctions in practice and in context tell us about the communicative 
functions of the eyebrow raise in general. Firstly, however, we situate our study 
in the context of previous research on eyebrow movement in communicative 
conduct. 

 

2. Background 

Darwin described eyebrow raising as an expression of ‘attention’, a state that 
may ‘increase into surprise’, as reflected in the degree of raising (1872:278). He 
also described frowning (or the furrowing of the eyebrows) as the expression ‘of 
something difficult or displeasing encountered in a train of thought or in action’ 
(p. 224). Since these writings, the dominant approach to the study of eyebrow 
movements has been grounded in the view that facial expression is an 
involuntary manifestation of emotional experience (see Fernández Dols and 
Russell, 2017, and the introduction to this special issue, for reviews). At the same 
time, much linguistic research in this area has focused on whether and how 
eyebrow movements are coordinated with intonation, with the aim of explaining 
the audiovisual production and perception of words, sentences and discourse 
structure (e.g. Cavé et al., 1996; Pelachaud, Badler and Steedman, 1996; Swerts 
and Krahmer, 2010). In the present study, our interest is in how eyebrow raises 
are used in the accomplishment of distinct social actions in interaction. The 
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following review thus focuses on literature that is relevant to this theme. Along 
the way, we also discuss research on conversational timing, turn-taking and 
action sequencing, as these features of conversation are key to understanding 
our object of study: eyebrow raises produced by speakers in the transition space 
between turns at talk. 

Eyebrow raises have long been associated with questions (Darwin, 1872; 
Birdwhistell, 1970; Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1972; Ekman, 1979; Chovil, 1991), and 
experimental studies have found that speaker eyebrow raises help recipients 
distinguish questions from statements (Srinivasan and Massaro, 2003; Borràs-
Comes et al., 2014). Research based on conversational data, however, puts 
these findings into perspective, with one study reporting that questions are less 
frequently accompanied by speaker eyebrow raises than instructions and 
receipts of new information (Flecha-García, 2010) and another study showing a 
relatively low co-occurrence (20%) of eyebrow raises with questions (Nota, 
Trujillo and Holler, 2021). Adding to the complexity of the picture is that, in sign 
language research, eyebrow raises are considered grammatical markers of polar 
questions (Coerts, 1992; Baker-Shenk, 1983; Kyle and Woll, 1985; Dachkovsky 
and Sandler, 2009), a function that interacts with other ‘affective’ functions of 
eyebrow movements during questions (de Vos, van der Kooij and Crasborn, 
2009). 

Besides questions, speaker eyebrow raises have been associated with other 
types of conversational actions, including greetings (Eibl-Ebesfeldt, 1972; 
Ekman, 1979; Duranti, 1997), backchannels, news receipts (Chovil, 1991; Dix 
and Groß, 2023/this issue), as well as with other conversational functions such 
as topic management and activity transitions (Chovil, 1991; Flecha-García, 
2010).  

More recent research adopting a conversation-analytic approach has introduced 
greater control over the sequential placement of eyebrow movements, more 
specificity in the characterisation of the actions that they accompany, and an 
analysis of the responses that these actions make relevant. This line of research 
has found fertile ground, especially in the domain of other-initiated repair (Enfield 
et al., 2013; Manrique, 2016; Hömke, 2018; Gudmundsen and Svennevig, 2020; 
Li and Wang, 2023/this issue; Stolle and Pfeiffer, 2023/this issue). Studies in this 
domain show that speaker eyebrow movements are common in other-initiations 
of repair, with one study finding a co-occurrence of 40% with eyebrow raises or 
furrows (Hömke, 2018:76). The same study also shows that raises and furrows 
are both used across different types of repair initiation including ‘open requests’ 
(e.g. Huh? Sorry?), ‘restricted requests’ (e.g. Who? Forty nine what?) and 
‘restricted offers’ (e.g. You mean the tall guy?) (see Dingemanse and Enfield, 
2015 for a definition of these types). At the same time, repair initiations with raises 
and furrows differ in the types of repair operations they generate: repair initiations 
with raises are often responded to with confirmation or disconfirmation (57%) and 
less often with clarification (25%), whereas repair initiations with furrows are more 
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likely to be responded to with clarification (65%), whether or not this is 
accompanied by other repair operations (Hömke, 2018:81–83). Further, when we 
consider repair-like sequences initiated by repeating what another interlocutor 
has just said, eyebrow raises and furrows participate in the distinction between 
actions that extend beyond initiating repair (Rossi, 2020): raises co-occur with 
affiliative displays of surprise (see also Dix and Groß, 2023/this issue), whereas 
furrows co-occur with disaffiliative actions of questioning the acceptability of what 
has been said. As we will see, however, the relation of eyebrow raises to affiliative 
versus disaffiliative actions varies depending on the sequential context.  

An understanding of eyebrow movements in conversation would not be complete 
without considering their timing. Like other facial expressions, most eyebrow 
movements, including raises, occur early relative to the verbal utterance they 
accompany, before or shortly after its onset (Nota et al., 2021). Eyebrow 
movements may also precede spoken turns to foreshadow certain kinds of 
actions or shifts in stance (Peräkylä and Ruusuvuori, 2012; Kaukomaa, Peräkylä 
and Ruusuvuori, 2013, 2014). Some eyebrow movements, however, are 
produced late relative to the verbal utterance they accompany (Nota et al., 2021). 
While we are not aware of any prior research on the actions or functions 
accomplished by late eyebrow raises in naturally occurring conversation, an 
experimental study suggests that speaker eyebrow raises produced after an 
ironic utterance, along with sustained gaze at the recipient, may help the recipient 
recognise the ironic content (González-Fuente, Escandell-Vidal and Prieto, 
2015). As we will see, this pattern is consistent with one of the eyebrow raising 
practices that emerge in our study. 

Just as important as the onset of eyebrow raises relative to the start or end of 
spoken turns is how long the eyebrows stay raised before being released, that is, 
their duration. One way of assessing duration is by measuring it in absolute terms, 
that is, in seconds or milliseconds. For example, Nota et al. (2021) find that 
eyebrow raises in question-response sequences have a median duration of 640 
milliseconds. Although this finding is based on all eyebrow raises produced by 
both speakers and recipients of questions in a conversational corpus, it suggests 
a possible baseline for gauging eyebrow raises as being relatively long or short 
(see also Dix and Groß, 2023/this issue). 

Another way of assessing the duration of eyebrow raises is by situating them in 
conversational structure. More specifically, we can ask whether the raise is held 
across turns or over the course of a sequence of actions. Prior research shows 
that visible holds, including the holding of gaze direction, hand gestures, body 
posture and facial expressions are used to indicate the unresolved or ongoing 
status of a sequence, with the disengagement of the hold indicating its resolution 
or completion (Rossano, 2012; Sikveland and Ogden, 2012; Groeber and 
Pochon-Berger, 2013; Li, 2014; Floyd et al., 2016; Manrique, 2016). In this 
special issue, Dix and Groß document the use of eyebrow raises in the context 
of news receipts and newsmarks after the delivery of new, unexpected, and 
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affiliative information. They find that rapid eyebrow raises without a hold are 
associated with news receipts that project sequence closure, whereas 
newsmarks displaying surprise or astonishment are accompanied by eyebrow 
raises that are held to encourage sequence expansion.  

While Dix and Groß and other contributors to this special issue examine eyebrow 
raises as recipient behaviour, in this study we examine them as speaker 
behaviour. Unlike previous research on ‘audiovisual prosody’, however, our focus 
is not on the coordination of eyebrow movements with intonation, but rather on 
movements that are unaccompanied by talk or minimally overlapping with it, thus 
not produced for purposes of accentuation. Specifically, we examine eyebrow 
raises in the transition space between turns at talk, where speaker change is 
relevant (Sacks et al., 1974; Clayman, 2013). The transition space is a window 
of opportunity that emerges when a speaker’s turn-constructional unit (TCU) is 
coming to a point of possible completion. The space typically opens when the 
current speaker is in the process of completing the TCU and extends through the 
silence that may follow the TCU’s completion. As such, the transition space is 
structurally related to turn endings but can be more broadly conceptualised as a 
sequential position between turns at talk. 

By focussing on speaker eyebrow raises in the transition space, we are not 
looking at anticipatory uses of facial expression, but rather at how it can 
retrospectively indicate something about the just-prior talk (González-Fuente et 
al., 2015). Finally, our analysis adds to previous and current research on the 
timing and durational properties of visible behaviour, drawing a distinction 
between uses of the same facial expression with and without a hold (see also Dix 
and Groß, 2023/this issue).  

 

3. Data and Methods 

Our data were drawn from a number of sources. One corpus (from which Extracts 
1 and 3 were taken) was footage of a British family filmed continuously in their 
homes across 100 days by over 20 cameras. This footage was broadcast in 
edited form on British television, and we have permission from Dragonfly 
Productions, who filmed it, to use it for academic research. We hope it will be 
apparent that, despite this footage being edited, the data has not been 
analytically compromised and the phenomenon of focus is robust. Eight hours of 
this footage were investigated for this study. Another source was the Rossi 
Corpus of English (RCE), collected across three urban centres in northern 
England. Many of these recordings were made on a university campus, including 
interactions among students and among staff, and involving speakers of both 
British and American English. Informed consent for scientific use of these 
recordings was obtained from all participants. Of this corpus, we reviewed 15 
recordings of a total of approximately seven and a half hours of footage. A third 
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source was six publicly available news interviews conducted in the United States, 
which altogether added up to about one hour. 

In reviewing these data for instances of our phenomenon, we combined two 
strategies: i) watching recordings in their entirety and ii) targeted searches aimed 
at junctures in the interactions where we hoped to find speaker eyebrow raises 
in the transition space. Our final collection consisted of 19 total instances, eight 
of which we analysed as eyebrow holds and eleven as eyebrow flashes.  

We used ELAN (Wittenburg et al., 2006) to measure the duration of eyebrow 
raises, using the zoom function to increase visibility and creating annotations on 
a frame-by-frame basis. Since all video files had a resolution of 25 frames per 
second, our measurements had a time resolution of approximately 40 
milliseconds (the duration of a single frame). We took the first frame where 
eyebrow movement began as the start of the raise and the last frame before its 
retraction was complete as the end. In two cases from the British TV corpus, both 
of which are examined here, only a partial measurement was possible as the 
camera cut away when the raise was still in progress.   

Our multimodal transcripts generally follow Mondada’s (2019) conventions. 

 

4. Eyebrow Raises with Hold: Pursuing a Response to a Challenge 

In this section, we examine instances where a participant, having come to the 
end of a TCU and turn, and gazing at a recipient, raises her eyebrows, keeping 
them momentarily raised in a hold (see Figure 1 below). The eyebrow raise is 
thus visible as being produced unaccompanied by talk and in the transition space 
between turns.  

In Extract 1, which takes place late at night, Jane is trying to persuade her 
nineteen-year-old daughter Emily not to go out clubbing (l. 3–9) with an 
assurance that Jane will stay up (by implication to appreciate Emily’s obliging 
conduct). Her imperative plea, ‘↑Be a nice daughotero.’  is initially met by a two-
second silence, whereupon Emily responds with ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’ (l. 18). 
This response is, in turn, met by one second of silence, whereupon Emily, fixing 
her gaze on Jane, raises her eyebrows and keeps them raised for over 2.3 
seconds (l. 21–27). 
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Extract 1. Clift_Family_1 ‘I am a nice daughter’ 

 
The raise of the eyebrows is produced in an environment where the participants 
are evidently at odds. Jane is trying to persuade Emily to abandon a course of 
action, which Emily is clearly resisting. Jane’s subsequent change of tack, 
appealing to Emily’s self-image, ‘↑Be a nice daughotero.’ (l. 14), is met by Emily’s 
delayed response, ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’. Like the ‘do-construction’ (Raymond, 
2017), which indexes a contrast with a prior understanding, the stress on the 
auxiliary verb here works to contrast with and undermine the presupposition 
conveyed in the prior turn, namely that she is currently not ‘a nice daughter’. The 
assessment here plays on the stereotypical assumption that a ‘nice daughter’ is 
one who stays at home rather than going out – and, furthermore, complies with 
her mother’s expressed wishes. ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’ thus works to disengage 
this assumption from the assessment as applied to her.  

 

(1) Clift_Family_1 “I am a nice daughter” 
 
Participants: Emi = Emily, 19 years old; Jan = Jane, Emily’s mother. 
Speaker symbols: + = Emily’s eyebrows; * = Emily’s gaze; • = Emily’s other visible behaviour. 
Recipient symbols: ∆ = Jane’s gaze; % = Jane’s other visible behaviour. 
 
1  Emi: I wan’ go out no:w. 
2  (.) 
3  Jan: No:, you’re not going ou:t.  
4  (0.6) 
5  Jan: ↑STAY IN.  
6  (1.1) 
7  Jan: .hhh 
8  (0.2) 
9  Jan: oStay ↓in.o 
10  (0.8)  
11 Emi: r- You’re just gonna go t’ bed ’n you’ll go ost:ay: i::n:.o= 
12 Jan: =No::? I wo:n:(.)’t  go t’bed. 
13  (0.6) 
14 Jan: ∆%↑Be a nice daughotero. hhh. 
15  ∆gazes to Emi-->  
16   %twirling slipper in RH--> 
17  (1.8) 
18 Emi: *•I am a nice ↓daughte:r. 
19  *gazes to Jan-->l.21 
20   •head in hold--> 
21  (0.2)•(0.3)•#(0.1)+(1.0)#(0.8) 
22       •chews• 
23 fig             #fig.1a 
24 emi                   +raises eyebrows and holds in raise--> 
25 fig                          #fig.1b 
26 Emi: Agree.+ 
27     -->+-->((camera cuts away)) 
28  ∆(1.9)∆ 
29 jan ∆looks at Emi, then breaks gaze∆    
30 Jan: °°Okay then.°° ((said under breath)) 
31  •(4.0)• 
32 emi •opens mouth and keeps open• 
33 Emi: ghu:::::::::::gh. ((belching 0.4))    
34 Jan: Oah:[w EMily:::.                
35 Emi:     [£khuh hehuh he he£ 
36  (1.2) 
37 Jan: ((slaps bootee on R arm down on arm of chair, establishing    
    mutual gaze with Emi as she does so)) 
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Figure 1. Frames from Extract 1. In (a), Emily is gazing at Jane during the silence 
that follows her turn ‘I am a nice daughter’ (l. 23). In (b), later during the same 
silence, Emily is raising her eyebrows and holding them in raise (l. 25). 

 
 

The multimodal design of ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’ includes the speaker’s steady 
gaze at the recipient, a response-mobilising feature (Stivers and Rossano, 2010). 
In addition, the TCU is an assertion that – as a positive self-assessment – strongly 
projects a response in its preference for agreement, not least because the 
recipient is the mother of the speaker. As such, ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’ is 
hearable as a challenge. And yet, as is evident from the silence in its wake, Jane 
resists agreeing with an assertion that would directly undermine the grounds for 
her earlier injunction to ‘↑Be a nice daughotero.’ (l. 14). It is during the silence of 
Jane’s resistance – 0.6 seconds after Emily has finished her turn – that she 
produces the eyebrow raise and hold. This gap between the end of the verbal 
turn and the mobilisation of the eyebrow raise plus hold in a context where the 
speaker’s gaze is already on the recipient underscores the response-pursuing 
function of the practice (see also Rossano, 2012: Chapter 3, on contexts where 
a speaker’s gaze shifts from looking away or down to looking at the recipient 
when a response is not forthcoming). This practice can thus be seen as pursuing 
a response in an environment where the required response has been made plain: 
in effect, mandating a response, such that its absence is hearable. In this case, 
more than two seconds of silence pass before Emily herself verbalises, with an 
imperative, what she is pursuing from Jane: ‘Agree.’. Here, the verbal pursuit 
achieves its aim, albeit weakly. Jane – after a further two seconds of resistance 
– concedes, albeit minimally and under her breath (‘°°Okay then.°°,’ l. 30).   

A second case shows the same practice mobilised in a similar, albeit less 
combative, environment of disaffiliation. In Extract 2, Andy, Ben, and Charlie are 
talking about the British television programme Question Time, in which a political 
panel, mediated by a chair, takes questions from the studio audience. A recent 
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episode (‘That Question Time’, l. 1) featured the far-right British National Party 
leader, Nick Griffin. Andy produces an assessment of it (‘shi::t’) to which Ben 
responds, not with the preferred response (an agreement) but with the caveat (l. 
5–7) that it was ‘set up’, by implication rendering the assessment invalid. Andy 
confirms Ben’s assertion by echoing it but reiterates his assessment (l. 8). At this 
point, Charlie, overlapping Ben’s attempt to expand on his assertion about the 
programme being a fix, states that it ‘was always going to be.’ (l. 11), upgrading 
the knowingness already displayed by Ben into a display of absolute epistemic 
certainty, underscored by the extreme-case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) and 
the pitch peak on ‘going’. As Charlie produces this TCU, he extends his left arm 
outwards in what is recognisable as a one-armed variant on the challenging 
‘palm-up’ gesture in a hold (Clift, 2020) (see Figures 2 and 3a). He then appends 
to that first TCU a subsequent question: ‘What were you expecting.’ (l. 11–17), 
dropping his extended left arm back with a slap of the hand to his left thigh on the 
second syllable of ‘expecting.’ (Figure 3b). It is at the end of this question that 
Charlie raises his eyebrows (l. 20). 

 

Extract 2. RCE07_522696 ‘What were you expecting?’ 

 

(2) RCE07_522696 “What were you expecting?” 
 
Participants: Cha = Charlie; Ben = Ben; And = Andy. 
Speaker symbols: + = Charlie’s eyebrows; * = Charlie’s gaze; • = Charlie’s other visible behaviour. 
Recipient symbols: ∆ = Ben’s gaze; % = Andy’s gaze. 
 
1  And: %∆*That Question Time was shi::t%= 
2  %looks down---------------------% 
3  ben  ∆gazes to And--> 
4  cha   *gazes to And--> 
5  Ben: %W’it was set up- it was fair- it was= 
6  and %gazes to Ben--> 
7  Ben: =set up [wasn’t it, it w’s all anti-=  
8  And:         [Set up, yeah, w’s %fucking shit 
9                          -->%looks down--> 
10 Ben: =[it was j’s- 
11 Cha:  [‘was *∆•always% %∆#↑going to be. What were you= 
12         *gazes to Ben--> 
13           •extends L arm--> 
14 and              -->% %looks to Cha--> 
15 ben      -->∆          ∆looks to Cha--> 
16 fig                     #fig.3a 
17 Cha: =expec•#tin+g. 
18     -->• 
19 fig        #fig.3b 
20                +raises eyebrows and holds in raise--> 
21  (0.2)#(0.2) 
22 fig      #fig.3c 
23 Ben: W’l ∆n+o, [cos they could- *they [*should’ve- 
24  --->∆looks away, then down-->> 
25 cha     -->+ 
26 cha                              -->*      *looks down-->> 
27 And:      [(Although they could-) 
28 Cha:         [*They=  
29  =weren’t gonna simply di- the issue of that w(h)eek  
30  w(h)as (0.2) him being on Question Time. 
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Figure 2. Frame from Extract 2, showing the spatial arrangement of the three 
participants and Charlie’s palm-up gesture as he says ‘going to be.’ (l. 11). 

 
 

Figure 3. Frames from Extract 2. In (a), Charlie is saying ‘going to be.’, gazing 
at Ben and making a palm-up gesture (l. 16). In (b), he is saying ‘expecting.’, with 
the palm-up gesture now fully retracted (l. 19). In (c), he is raising his eyebrows 
and holding them in raise in the transition space (l. 22).  

 
 

Charlie’s eyebrow raise, beginning at the end of his turn, ‘What were you 
expecting.’ (l. 20) – detectable in Figure 3c also by dint of a horizontal wrinkle 
over the eyebrow – is produced in a comparable sequential context to Emily’s in 
Extract 1: following a challenge (see also Heritage, 2012 on so-called ‘rhetorical 
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questions’ in the How can/could you format and how they are framed as 
unanswerable).1  

Both instances of eyebrow raising in Extracts 1 and 2, then, are produced 
immediately after challenges in disaffiliative environments – the former highly 
confrontational, the latter less so, but still discordant. In such contexts, they 
constitute pursuits to responses that are yet to be produced. In both cases, the 
recipients respond in a dispreferred manner: in Extract 1, Jane declines to 
respond and only does so, weakly, when Emily produces a further, imperatively-
formatted verbal pursuit (‘Agree.’); in Extract 2, Ben meets Charlie’s questioning 
challenge and eyebrow raise with a turn launched by the counter-positional ‘W’l 
no,’ (l. 23). 

A third instance illustrates the generic features of this practice. The participants 
are Emily and her mother Jane, who featured in Extract 1. In common with 
Extracts 1 and 2, the eyebrow raise in Extract 3 is again produced in a 
disaffiliative environment. Here, Emily, who works in a shop run by a woman 
called Pauline, has been summoned by her father, Simon, to the dining room to 
talk to her mother. Despite Emily asking Simon why she has been summoned, 
he has resisted telling her. The extract starts as Emily enters the dining room 
where Jane is seated. 

 

  

	
1 Charlie’s subsequent assertion that ‘the issue of that w(h)eek w(h)as (0.2) him being 
on Question Time.’ (l. 29–30) reinforces his point that the programme was by its very 
nature set up and thus not validly assessable as a normal programme. 
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Extract 3. Clift_Family_1 ‘Because you’re in the wrong?’ 

 
The summoning of Emily, Jane’s launch of a recognisable story (l. 1), and her 
subsequent directive, ‘Sit down.’ (l. 3), avoiding Emily’s gaze, all adumbrate some 
form of admonishment for Emily. As Jane reports to Emily the ‘little chat’ (l. 8) 
she had with Emily’s boss ‘<Abou:t the fact that you’re always ill>.’ (l. 10), Emily, 
clearly recognising this extreme-case formulation as a complainable and thus an 
implicit accusation, turns away from Jane (l. 12) and gets up to go (l. 15), which 
Jane intercepts with multiple ‘no’s’ (l. 16) (Stivers, 2004). However, Emily 
proceeds with her course of action, whereupon Jane asks a question glossing 
Emily’s behaviour: ‘Why you getting all defensive.’ (l. 19), then immediately 
appending to this a TCU that is syntactically formed as a candidate answer, but 
which is prosodically formed as another question: ‘Because you’re in the 
↑wrong?’ (l. 23). Figure 4a shows Jane as she produces the word ‘↑wrong?’. 

(3) Clift_Family_1 “Because you’re in the wrong?” 
 
Participants: Emi = Emily; Jan = Jane, Emily’s mother; Sim = Simon, Emily’s father. 
Speaker symbols: + = Jane’s eyebrows; * = Jane’s gaze; • = Jane’s other visible behaviour. 
Recipient symbols: % = Emily’s visible behaviour. 
 
1  Jan: I wen’ in to see ↑Pauline (.) today.  
2  (0.3)  
3  Jan: Sit down.    
4  (2.4)   
5  Emi: Ghmhph ((clearing throat))  
6  %(1.2)% 
7  emi %bumps down in chair at table% 
8  Jan: An’ I had (.) little ↑chat with her. 
9  (1.2) 
10 Jan: <Abou:t the fact that you’re always ill>.  
11  %(0.8)% 
12 emi %turns away from Jan% 
13 Emi: Uhhhhh::: ((voiced outbreath)) 
14  %(0.4)% 
15  %gets up%  
16 Jan: %No::¿ No, no, no, no, [no:.= 
17 emi %turns round, takes back of chair to push it in--> 
18 Emi:         [(--) 
19 Jan: Why you getting all ∆de[fen[sive.= 
20 Sim:                        [(oh brilliant thinking--) 
21 Emi:                            [(--s:)  
22 jan                     ∆looking at Emi-->? 
23 Jan: =Because you’re in the #↑wron+g? 
24                               +...-->  
25 fig         #fig.4a 
26  (0.1)+#(0.3) 
27 jan .....+raises eyebrows and holds in raise-->((camera cuts away)) 
28 fig       #fig.4b 
29 Emi: %I’m ↑not in the wro::ng. 
30  %pushing hairband into hair-->  
31 Jan: You’re not in the wrong. 
32 Emi: ((brief headshake)) 
33  ↑No::.% 
34     -->% 
35 Jan: *•I go in the:re,• and th’n she says to me, ‘↑How’s= 
36   •R thumb pointing outwards in hold• 
37  *looks to Emi--> 
38  =Emily:’•* 
39       -->• 
40         -->* 
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Immediately on the completion of the turn, Jane raises her eyebrows (Figure 4b), 
keeping them held. 

 

Figure 4. Frames from Extract 3. In (a), Jane is in the middle of saying ‘↑wrong?’, 
gazing at her daughter Emily (l. 25). In (b), during the silence that follows, Jane 
is raising her eyebrows and holding them in raise (l. 28). 

 
 

Jane thus raises her eyebrows at the point at which she has just asked a question 
with her own candidate answer – an answer, moreover, that is hearable as an 
explicit accusation in assessing Emily as having committed wrongdoing. 
Epistemic status here trumps prosodic form (Heritage, 2012), so that while the 
eyebrow raise is seen to pursue a response from Emily, it is a response which 
Jane has all too clearly just voiced herself. Jane’s apparent question thus 
resembles what Koshik (2005) calls assertive questions, which, far from seeking 
information, seek to challenge, implying the opposite of what they are asking. 
Here, ‘Because you’re in the ↑wrong?’ clearly implies its corresponding assertion: 
‘because you’re in the wrong!’. The eyebrow raise is thus produced in an 
environment in which the nature of the response being pursued has been made 
already clear by its producer. This appeal to what is already known by both 
speaker and recipient can be compared to the effect of Charlie’s unanswerable 
question ‘What were you expecting.’ in Extract 2 and of Emily’s hard-to-refute 
assertion ‘I am a nice ↓daughte:r.’ in Extract 1. 

In these three cases, we thus see that a speaker raises their eyebrows and holds 
them in a raise in the transition space after producing a challenge or an otherwise 
disaffiliative action. By looking at the recipient and raising the eyebrows with a 
hold, the speaker pursues a response, the nature of which has been made all too 
clear. As such, this practice stands in contrast with other ways of pursuing 
response where the speaker elaborates on or repairs their prior talk, ostensibly 
addressing a problem of understanding (e.g. Bolden, Mandelbaum and 
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Wilkinson, 2012). In our cases, the speaker clearly does not treat the problem as 
one of understanding but rather as one of disagreement and/or disaffiliation. 

As for the timing of the eyebrow raise, the movement can begin at the end of the 
speaker’s turn (Extracts 2 and 3) or after a silence (Extract 1). The raise lasts 620 
milliseconds in Extract 2, at least 720 milliseconds in Extract 3, and at least 2300 
milliseconds in Extract 1.2 It is possible to speculate that the longer duration of 
the hold in Extract 1, and possibly in Extract 3, correlates with a more vigorous 
pursuit of a response in what is a more disaffiliative and confrontational 
environment. That said, in all cases the hold of the raised eyebrows pursues a 
response that is due and iconically embodies the unresolved nature of the 
sequence at that point, a finding which underscores previous work on bodily holds 
(see Background). It is therefore an essentially combative practice.  

 

5. Eyebrow Flashes: Signalling an Allusion 

In this section, we examine a related but distinct practice of raising the eyebrows 
in the transition space. Unlike eyebrow raises with a hold, flashes are relatively 
quick movements where the eyebrows are raised and released without being 
visibly kept in position. The rapid realisation of the gesture, as we will see, makes 
possible its repetition, with two or three flashes produced in quick succession. 
Typically, however, these eyebrow flashes are single gestures. We will also see 
that these movements can be accompanied by other nonverbal features in the 
service of the same action (e.g. hand and head gestures, smiling, clicks).  

The goal of this section is two-fold: i) to illustrate how eyebrow flashes work as a 
distinctive communicative practice for speakers in the transition space and ii) to 
shed light on the kinds of actions that eyebrow flashes contribute to producing 
and how these differ from those examined in the previous section. 

In Extract 4, Roger has stopped by a university cafeteria table where his friend 
Max is sitting with two other students, Jamie and Will (see Figure 5). Roger and 
Max are both acting in a play titled Art which, as Max previously described, ‘is 
about three friends’ who fall out over the purchase of an expensive painting. We 
join the interaction as Roger asks Jamie and Will if they are going to see the play 
that weekend (l. 1), to which Jamie responds affirmatively (l. 2), adding that, since 
he has seen the play before, he is going to be ‘critically judging. […] Everything:.’ 
(l. 8, 11). A moment later, Will elaborates on Jamie’s quip by parodying Jamie 
writing down critical notes on his notepad (l. 14), generating laughs from Max and 
Jamie (l. 16–17). Meanwhile, Roger has begun telling a joke based on the play’s 

	
2 The exact duration of the movement in Extracts 1 and 3 is not possible to establish 
because there is a cut to a different camera. The durations provided here are the 
minimum evidenced by the data. 
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theme. After an initial attempt to launch the joke is overlapped by Will (l. 12–14), 
Roger goes on to tell the joke in the clear (l. 19–21).  

In the joke, Roger announces that there is ‘a different version’ of the play coming 
up, a version that is ‘about three guys who break wind?’. The implicit punchline 
draws a parallel between a play about three friends called Art and a play about 
three guys who break wind called, as Max later articulates (l. 29), ‘F:A:::RT_’. Our 
focus is on how Roger delivers the joke and invites his recipients to infer the 
punchline. 

 

Extract 4. RCE15b_948085 ‘Three guys who break wind’ 

 
Roger delivers the joke while looking at Jamie and Max, maintaining a straight 
face through the focal line: ‘it’s about three guys who break wind?’ (l. 21–22, 
Figure 5). The eyebrow flash begins in the transition space (l. 28), just as Jamie 

(4) RCE15b_948085 “Three guys who break wind” 
 
Participants: Rog = Roger; Max = Max; Jam = Jamie; Wil = Will. 
Speaker symbols: + = Roger’s eyebrows; * = Roger’s body and gaze; • = Roger’s hands. 
Recipient symbols: % Max’s body and gaze. 
 
1  Rog:   Are- are you coming to see the play? 
2  Jam:   Uhm YES_ 
3       (0.3) 
4  Rog:   Fan[tastic.  
5  Jam:      [What.=Art. 
6      (0.4) 
7  Rog:   Art yeah.= 
8  Jam:   =I've seen it befo:re so I'm gonna be critically judging. 
9  Rog:   [O::h.= 
10 Max:   [((laugh)) 
11 Jam:   =E[verything:. 
12 Rog:     [But uh- we- we're going to  
13      create [a:_ We're gonna- 
14 Wil:          [You have a notepad so [hh[hh. ((mimics writing down)) 
15 Rog:                             [Yeah. A:::h. 
16 Jam:                                    [((laugh)) 
17 Max:                                    [((laugh))  
18        (0.5) 
19 Rog:   [We've got a-] we've got a different version coming up= 
20 Max:   [   .hhh     ] 
21 Rog:   =though. it's about three guys who break wind?# 
22 fig                                                  #fig.5 
23        (0.3)*(0.2) 
24 rog    *begins to step away while looking at Max--> 
25 Jam:   h•h[h+h. 
26 Wil:  [ah [#hah_ 
27 rog     •...--> 
28           +raises eyebrows--> 
29 Max:          [#it’s •call*e%d+     F•:#A:::RT_ 
30 rog              ...>•points to Max--• 
31                      -->*looks away and walks off-->>   
32                          -->+ 
33 fig            #fig.6a 
34 max                    %turns around to Jamie-->> 
35 fig                               #fig.6b 
36 Rog:   A:h, ((walking away)) 
37      (0.2) 
38 Jam:   A::[::::::::::H ((bangs fist on table)) 
39 Max:      [A::[::::::::H AH HAH hhh [((laugh)) 
40 Wil:          [O::::::::H           [↑Drama pants ↑↑ihhh ((laugh)) 
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and Will are beginning to laugh a little, with Roger now looking specifically at Max, 
his fellow actor. Roger’s focus on Max is further indicated by a pointing gesture 
toward him that accompanies the eyebrow flash (l. 27, 30, Figure aa). At this 
point, Max launches into a full uptake of the joke by articulating the implicit 
punchline: ‘it’s called F:A:::RT_’ (l. 29), turning around to Jamie (l. 34, Figure 6b) 
and instigating a choral and now unequivocal appreciation of the joke by all three 
recipients (l. 38–40).   

 

Figure 5. Frame from Extract 4, line 22. Roger stands by the table where Max, 
Jamie, and Will are seated as he delivers the focal line of his joke (‘it’s about three 
guys who break wind?’). 

 
 

Figure 6. Frames from Extract 4. In (a), Roger’s eyebrows are raised as he looks 
and points toward Max (l. 33). In (b), Roger walks off as Max says ‘F:A:::RT_’ 
while looking at Jamie (l. 35). 
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At first glance, it seems that the function of Roger’s eyebrow flash – along with 
his gaze and pointing gesture – is to pursue a response from Max after the half-
second silence that follows the joke. Note, however, that the eyebrow flash 
begins after Roger has already begun to step away from the table (l. 24) and ends 
before Max demonstrates full understanding of the joke by saying the word ‘fart’ 
(l. 29, 32). Along with its short duration of only 280 milliseconds, the timing of the 
eyebrow flash suggests that, although it does invite a response, it does not 
mandate it; in other words, the practice is not designed to sustain conditional 
relevance (Floyd et al., 2016). Appreciation of the joke is not being vigorously 
pursued here in the way that a response in Extracts 1 to 3 is. In fact, not only 
does the eyebrow movement end before the critical word ‘fart’, so do other 
nonverbal behaviours that accompany it, including the speaker’s pointing gesture 
(l. 30), gaze, and postural orientation to the recipient (l. 31). Note, finally, that 
Roger ratifies Max’s uptake of the joke while walking away (‘A:h,’ l. 37), another 
sign that his earlier eyebrow flash was not tied to sequence closure. 

With respect to the nature of the action that the speaker’s eyebrow raise serves 
here, it is antithetical to the disaffiliative actions seen in the previous section: it is 
a joke that seeks affiliation. It is also a particular kind of joke, one with an implicit 
punchline to be inferred by the recipient – a quintessentially allusive action. The 
eyebrow flash contributes to signalling the allusion by inviting the recipient to 
make the inference based on shared knowledge. In Extract 4, of the three 
recipients of his joke, Roger specifically gazes at Max, his fellow actor in the play 
and thus the most knowing recipient. 

Consider another case involving an allusive assessment. Heather and Kelly are 
sitting outside, talking about their academic standing as the year comes to an 
end. Heather is encouraging Kelly to think positively about what she has 
accomplished: ‘I think you’ll do quite we:ll, Beca::use_ you’ve_ put the effort into 
your research, so_’ (l. 3–4, 7), to which Kelly offers only minimal uptake (l. 9, 11). 
Heather then continues to reassure Kelly with a positive assessment of her 
research participants: ‘And you have the ↑best participants,’, using an extreme-
case formulation (Pomerantz, 1986) that makes the turn come off as overbuilt. 
Her facial expression remains neutral, gaze down, through most of the 
assessment (Figure 7a), until about halfway through the last word ‘participants,’. 
At this point, Heather begins to smile, raises her eyebrows, and gazes up to Kelly 
(l. 14–16), in an allusion to the fact that she is one of Kelly’s participants. 
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Extract 5. RCE28_1288820 ‘Best participants’ 

 
Figure 7. Frames from Extract 5. In (a), Heather’s facial expression is still neutral, 
her gaze down (l. 13). In (b), she is smiling, gazing at Kelly, and her eyebrows 
are raised as she produces a first lateral click (l. 19). In (c), Kelly is smiling and 
her eyebrows are raised as she says ‘£Hooray:::_£’ (l. 24). 

 
 

In this case, the speaker’s eyebrow flash is repeated three times in quick 
succession, each instance lasting between 280–320 milliseconds. The first 
iteration is produced at the very end of the focal turn (l. 15). The second and third 
iterations are aligned with the two lateral clicks that follow the end of the verbal 
turn (l. 17–18, Figure 7b). Post-positioned lateral clicks have been shown to be 

(5) RCE28_1288820 “Best participants” 
 
Participants: Hea = Heather; Kel = Kelly. 
Speaker symbols: + = Heather’s eyebrows; * = Heather’s gaze; • Heather’s other visible behaviour. 
Recipient symbols: ∆ = Kelly’s eyebrows; % Kelly’s other visible behaviour. 
 
1  Kel: Just need to m- scrape a pa:ss. .hh 
2  but I won't- I want to get we[ll. 
3  Hea:                              [I think  
4  you'll do [quite we:ll,  ] Beca::use_ you’ve_ 
5  Kel:           [(>°get good.°<)] 
6  (0.9)  
7  Hea: put the effort into your research, so_ 
8  (0.7) 
9  Kel: ((snort)) 
10  (0.7) 
11 Kel: [°Myeah.° 
12 Hea: [And you have the ↑best parti#c•i£pa+nt*s,£+ 
13                               #fig.7a 
14                                 •smiles--> 
15                                          +raises eyebrows+ 
16                                              *gazes up to Kelly--> 
17  +#£tl[k£  +£tlk£+ 
18  +2nd raise+3rd raise+ 
19   #fig.7b 
20 Kel:      [∆£Hoora∆y#::*:_£  ∆tlk      ∆%£Yeah, 
21        ∆raises eyebrows∆ ∆2nd raise∆ 
22                                     %turns head  
23 hea                -->*gazes back down to phone-->> 
24                      #fig.7c 
25  (0.1)•(0.2) 
26 hea   -->• 
27 Hea: He's not replied. 
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used after turns that convey ‘some element of implicit self-praise and/or an 
impropriety’, where they invite an ‘affiliative “knowing” response from the 
recipient, which includes an appreciation of the action’ (Ogden, 2020:83). 
Heather’s lateral clicks here are further evidence of the allusive nature of her 
reference to Kelly’s research participants. Heather’s eyebrow flashes are closely 
coordinated with this vocal gesture, but their contribution to signalling the allusion 
is arguably independent: the first flash is produced before any click (l. 15) and the 
recipient’s uptake of the allusive action begins in overlap with the first click (l. 17, 
20).  

What is especially notable about this case is that the eyebrow flashes and the 
lateral clicks are reciprocated in the recipient’s uptake (Ogden, 2020:85). 
Moreover, the multimodal design of the reciprocation mirrors that of the initiating 
action. As Kelly says ‘£Hooray:::_£’, she smiles and flashes her eyebrows (l. 20–
21, Figure 7c). The eyebrow flash is then repeated as she goes on to produce a 
lateral click, followed by a ‘£Yeah,’ (l. 20–21). Kelly’s response underscores a 
shared understanding of Heather’s allusion, expresses appreciation of it, and 
displays strong affiliation between them. A moment later, as Heather gazes back 
down to her phone (l. 23), the interaction shifts back to an earlier topic (l. 27). 

Consider now another case involving Heather and Kelly where the allusion 
carried by the speaker’s action is not picked up by the recipient but is revealed in 
how the speaker follows up on it. Kelly is talking about her brother, an athletic 
type who often cycles long distances for charity. The prior conversation has 
revealed that Heather knows Kelly’s brother and that she too has an athletic 
brother who enjoys sports challenges.  

When the extract begins, Kelly is explaining what kind of charity her brother will 
be cycling for next: ‘It’s not for one specific thing:. So: it’ll help. […] Like little ho- 
like homes in Africa and stuff.But no:t_ (0.3) one:_ (0.7) thing.’ (l. 1, 4–5). 
Plausibly touched off by the mention of Africa, Kelly then goes on to announce 
that her brother ‘wants to climb: Kilimanjaro,’ (l. 8–9). The announcement is 
accompanied by an eyebrow flash that begins around the last syllable of 
‘Kilimanjaro,’ (l. 11) and co-occurs with a head tilt (l. 12, 16) and a slight smile 
(Figure 8b), indicating that what she has said is not straightforward (see 
González-Fuente et al., 2015). These movements continue into the following 
silence (l. 14–16), with the eyebrow raise lasting a total of 280 milliseconds.  
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Extract 6. RCE28_942449 ‘Kilimanjaro’ 

 
Figure 8. Frames from Extract 6. In (a), Kelly is saying ‘Kilimanjaro’ with no visible 
eyebrow or head movement or smile (l. 13). In (b), Kelly has just finished saying 
‘Kilimanjaro’ and now has her eyebrows raised, the head tilted, and a slight smile 
(l. 17). In (c), Kelly continues to look at Heather after lowering her eyebrows, as 
her head is moving back to home position (l. 18). 

 
 

Kelly’s announcement is followed by one second of silence (l. 14). Although part 
of the silence is taken up by Kelly’s visible behaviour (eyebrow raise, head tilt, 
smile), it is nonetheless noticeably long and, as it turns out, a harbinger of trouble. 

(6) RCE28_942440 “Kilimanjaro” 
 
Participants: Kel = Kelly; Hea = Heather. 
Speaker symbols: + = Kelly’s eyebrows; * = Kelly’s head. 
Recipient symbols: ∆ = Heather’s gaze. 
 
1  Kel:   It's not for one specific thing:. So: it'll help. 
2       (1.0) 
3  Hea:   ↑↑That's ↓↓g[o:od, 
4  Kel:              [Like little ho- like homes in Africa and  
5         stuff.But no:t_ (0.3) one:_ (0.7) thing. 
6         (0.3) 
7  Hea:   tsk. That's good, [.hhh 
8  Kel:                     [But he wants to climb:  
9       Kili#man∆jar+o*, 
10 hea            ∆gazes up to Kel--> 
11 kel           +raises eyebrows--> 
12                   *...--> 
13         #fig.7a 
14      (0.1)#(0.1)+*(0.1)     *(0.2)#(0.1)*(0.4) 
15             -->+ 
16              ...*tilts head*,,,,,,,,,,,* 
17     #fig.7b 
18                                  #fig.7c 
19 Hea:   Brother's already done [it_ ((tosses head)) 
20 Kel:                          [E+xactly:,+ 
21                               +raises eyebrows+ 
22        (0.2)  
23 Kel:   Can- they can exchange tips. Maybe I'll add  
24        your brother and you can [add mine. 
25 Hea:                            [We:ll:_ (0.4) My brother  
26        doesn't have Faceboo:k_ 
27      (0.7)  
28 Hea:   ((la[ugh)) 
29 Kel:       [Oh ye(hh)ah ((laugh)) 
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When Heather finally speaks, she treats Kelly’s announcement as a boast, by 
giving a competitive response (‘Brother’s already done it_’, l. 19). By pointing out 
that her own brother has already climbed Kilimanjaro, Heather diminishes rather 
than celebrates Kelly’s brother’s plan. In addition, her informing presumes that 
Kelly did not know or remember that Heather’s brother has already achieved the 
same feat. 

What Kelly does next, however, suggests that her announcement was not 
designed to boast but rather to affiliate, and that Heather’s response did not pick 
up on Kelly’s allusion. By saying ‘Exactly:,’ (l. 20), Kelly not only claims prior 
knowledge of Heather’s brother’s achievement but also that the achievement is 
in fact part of what she was alluding to. Note also the dysfluency (‘Can- they 
can…’, l. 23) when she goes on to propose that the two brothers ‘exchange tips.’ 
about climbing Kilimanjaro, another indication of the trouble that she is having to 
repair. Kelly’s continuation (l. 23–34) strongly suggests that her earlier 
announcement was designed to hint at the common interest of their two brothers, 
and for the two sisters to affiliate rather than compete over it. Note, finally, that 
while saying ‘Exactly:,’, Kelly raises her eyebrows again, echoing her earlier 
eyebrow flash. 

In sum, in this case the recipient of an eyebrow flash does not pick up on the 
allusion carried by the speaker’s action. Instead of capitalising on Kelly’s hint that 
their brothers have something in common, Heather’s response pits them against 
each other. What Kelly does in third position, however, sheds light on what her 
announcement and accompanying eyebrow flash were designed to achieve.       

To appreciate an allusion, the recipient has to draw on prior knowledge that 
speaker and recipient share. In Extract 4, it is knowing that Art – the play that 
Roger and Max are acting in – is about three friends, which Roger’s ‘three guys 
who break wind?’ parallels, hinting at but not saying the word ‘fart’. The eyebrow 
flash underscores that there is something not straightforward about what Roger 
has just said and invites Max to make the inference based on their shared 
knowledge. In the same way, in Extract 5, the assessment ‘And you have the 
↑best participants,’, with its extreme case formulation, is, on the face of it, a 
compliment building on a prior positive assessment (‘I think you'll do quite we:ll, 
Beca::use_ you’ve_ put the effort into your research, so_’). It is only by drawing 
on their shared knowledge, indexed by the speaker’s eyebrow flashes, that the 
recipient can understand that the speaker herself was one of her participants, 
thus adding self-praise to the compliment. Finally, in Extract 6, Kelly’s report that 
her brother ‘wants to climb: Kilimanjaro,’ is, on the face of it, a boast on her 
brother’s behalf, but the eyebrow flash in its wake signals once again that the 
recipient should not take this at face value and look beyond it for an allusion to 
Heather’s brother’s earlier achievement.  

All the TCUs that precede the eyebrow flashes subvert the sequences in which 
they are produced from serious to humorous or whimsical, the first by introducing 
a set-piece joke, the second by adding knowing self-praise to a compliment 
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(playing on norms against self-praise), and the third by turning an apparent boast 
into an opportunity to affiliate. The eyebrow flashes serve to indicate that what 
the speaker has just said is more than what it seems, signalling its allusive nature. 
The allusiveness plays on norms of delicacy or propriety: the indelicacy of saying 
the word ‘fart’ (Extract 4), the impropriety of self-praise (Extract 5), and the 
apparent brazenness of a boast on another’s behalf (Extract 6). In their delicacy 
they are collusive. 

 

6. Conclusion 

The conversation-analytic literature on eyebrow raises typically starts by 
identifying the particular actions with which such raises are associated. While 
identifying the social actions implemented by eyebrow raises was a central aim 
of this study, its analytic starting point was not the actions as such, but rather a 
sequential position: the transition space. By examining eyebrow raises produced 
by the speaker of a turn at talk in the transition space between that turn and the 
next, we have been able to identify both the actions they implement and the 
interactional environments they inhabit. We have shown that, in this position, the 
eyebrow raise can take two compositional forms in terms of duration and 
implementation. These constitute two related but distinct practices, which are 
deployed in different interactional contexts.  

The first practice is the eyebrow raise with a hold, where the eyebrows are kept 
visibly raised for some moments (in the cases examined here, between 620 and 
over 2300 milliseconds). This practice is used in broadly disaffiliative 
environments where the participants are at odds, sometimes strongly, as in 
Extracts 1 and 3, at other times weakly, as in Extract 2. The TCU that precedes 
the eyebrow raise projects a particular response (e.g. a backdown or 
concession), the nature of which has been made clear. Whether the TCU is 
grammatically constructed as a question (e.g. ‘What were you expecting’) or an 
assertion (e.g. ‘I am a nice daughter’), it is hearable as a challenge. The eyebrows 
are raised and held in the wake of this challenge, visibly mandating a response – 
sometimes after it has become evident that a response will not be immediately 
forthcoming. The fact that the lack of response is met by a raising and holding of 
the eyebrows (rather than elaboration or repair, for example) is evidence that the 
speaker does not take understanding to be at issue, underscoring instead the 
challenging nature of the practice. 

The second practice involves the rapid raising and lowering of the eyebrows in a 
so-called ‘flash’ (in the cases examined here, lasting about 300 milliseconds), 
sometimes more than once. This practice is produced in environments that are 
broadly affiliative. In contrast to the generally prospective, forward-looking nature 
of the eyebrow hold, the eyebrow flash is primarily retrospective. An eyebrow 
flash in the transition space indicates that there is something not straightforward 
about what has just been said, signalling an allusion. The flash may be 
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accompanied by other embodied practices that contribute to the action being 
done, such as the hand gesture toward the recipient while moving away from the 
scene in Extract 4, the lateral clicks in Extract 5, or the slight smile in Extract 6. 
The allusiveness in each case is grounded in norms of delicacy and propriety. In 
pointing to prior common knowledge on which the recipient is thereby prompted 
to draw, the eyebrow flash is subversive, transforming what has hitherto been 
serious talk into something humorous or whimsical. The eyebrow flash in this 
position therefore indicates that what has just been said should not be taken at 
face value. In two of these cases examined here, Extracts 4 and 5, the allusions 
are immediately understood and appreciated, generating affiliation between 
speaker and recipient. In Extract 6, the fact that the allusion is not grasped by the 
recipient results in the speaker undertaking repair work. 

Formally, the two practices differ in duration, both absolute and relative. In terms 
of absolute duration, eyebrow flashes last about 300 milliseconds, while eyebrow 
holds are at least twice as long (600 milliseconds or more), and sometimes much 
longer (over two seconds). These findings are broadly consistent with those of 
Dix and Gross (2023/this issue), who examine recipient eyebrow raises that 
accompany news receipts and newsmarks. In this context, Dix and Gross find 
that eyebrow flashes have a duration of between 300 and 700 milliseconds, while 
eyebrow holds can last from 600 to over 2000 milliseconds.  

A reason for greater variability in the duration of eyebrow holds is that their timing 
is best understood not in absolute terms but, rather, relative to the sequential 
development of the interaction. Like visible bodily holds found in other 
environments (e.g. question-answer sequences or other-initiated repair), speaker 
eyebrow holds in the transition space iconically embody the unresolved or 
ongoing status of a sequence at that point. As such, their duration is contingent 
on the resolution of the sequence, which means that the hold may end up lasting 
longer, as in Extracts 1, or shorter, as in Extract 2, depending on when and 
whether a response is given. This dovetails with our suggestion that the duration 
of the eyebrow raise in hold correlates with the intensity of the challenge that it 
follows. Standing in contrast with this is the brevity of the eyebrow flash, 
embodying the allusive nature of that which it indexes. 

Both practices of eyebrow raising convey a knowingness on the part of the 
speaker that either mandates, in disaffiliative contexts, or invites, in affiliative 
contexts, the recipient to respond. So while the eyebrow raise plus hold is an 
essentially combative practice, the eyebrow flash is essentially collusive. Taken 
together, these two practices of raising the eyebrows in the transition space show 
that, in this sequential position, this facial expression is used, at its most generic, 
to invoke shared knowledge between the speaker and recipient: knowledge that 
the recipient needs to draw on in responding appropriately. 
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